**Price List for publications against payment - 'Klageregister'**

*Complaint Registry*  -  Cases until 31/10/2012

1. **Application for a model declaratory finding/issuance and date of the order for reference (Vorlagebeschluss) pursuant to section 4, para. 3, of the Capital Markets Model Case Act (Kapitalanleger-Musterverfahrensgesetz, KapMuG)**

   Flat publication fee: 25 Euro  
   Corrections following publication: 25 Euro

2. **Other announcements**

   Publication fees are calculated based on visible characters (without spaces).

3. **Minimum price**

   In general, independent of submission format and size: 25 Euro  
   Price per character: 1.50 ct pro sichtbarem Zeichen  
   Flat fee for changes prior to publication: 25 Euro  
   Flat fee for cancellations: 25 Euro  
   Corrections: The terms for new publications apply to corrections.

4. **Graphics for “Other Announcements”**

   Prices for graphics are calculated as an add-on to minimum and character prices  
   Per graphic 15.00 Euro

5. **Deletions following publication are made at no charge**

All prices exclude statutory VAT. If prices should change, the amount due is calculated based on the time of submission.